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December 1, 2012
Genii Townsend with Guide Atherian
G: As I find myself somewhere in time on a Saturday morning at Questhaven sanctuary, I
have been guided to tune within for an important message on the subject of disclosure and
revelation. I am assuming it is on the subject of the City of Light Sedona.
"What am I to be made aware of as I tone God's Love Song, 'AH'?"
A: "For some years of your time, you have allowed your inner guidance to be the lead in
your everyday experience of your Earth travels. However, this day begins yet a new
adventure saturated in Light and love. You have had a taste of love here and there so this
is familiar and for the most part, deep and enjoyable.
"The first City of Light is now so called the disclosure that many Lightworkers seek to
have done for their E.T. friends and space mentors such as yours with YA. Those of space
technology now being applied, make the old become obsolete as new processes take the
place of the old, due to their efforts.
"This indeed is exciting for those in the unseen, as this has been sought for eons of time
and it takes something from God of this magnitude to get the attention in love and not fear
for your human understanding.
"Record this…THE CITY OF LIGHT SEDONA is the DISCLOSURE and the REVELATION
predicted so long ago as the message is sent around the planet. All is in readiness
now for its appearance. Upon returning home from this current trip, expect the
expected to become visible and heralded as the energy fields of God prepare its
existence in the 3rd dimension at any time.
"Many will be quite surprised as this holy vision becomes media headlines. It has been a long
trip of faith for you, the Genii, but your belief and conviction that something was coming forth
including this answer to when, now becomes the when as the vision appears like magic.
"Permit nothing to alter your belief, for you are about to see this dream actually come true.
The Lightworkers want a disclosure and they shall have it, through the City of Light. The God
mentor Hermes, is ready to lift the veil and nothing will be the same again as it was before."
"This, dear one, is the disclosure for even you to know that the revelation proclaimed so
many years ago, is ready to begin a public appearance. Something's Coming becomes
Something is Now Here, so no one can deny it. Rest, be open, and enjoy these thoughts
of wonder as Disclosure becomes Revelation as the long sought out energy appears as
promised.

"So Light and love it be!"

Of E.T. Disclosure and Galactic Determination of Peace!
Embassy Visit June 25, 2011
As I entered into inner vision, I saw a sign that read "Embassy this way! You are
welcome!" What, no Gate to go through? No fun trolley ride? Nope. Just me and
my Guide La-Luke walking into this major arena-style building ...The Embassy of
Peace Headquarters. Hundreds of Light Beings (E.T.'s) filled up the hundreds of
seats all faintly seen. All were standing as we entered. This was quite a sight to
see ... really looked like we were expected. Nice way to start this visit.
G: "Blessings to you all as all" I muttered in a loving response to them.
O: "And returned Oh Lady of Earth Light. We Lights of the Universal Federation
stand in welcome as this space community is now open to share. What would
you have enlightenment about on this visit?"
G: "You are all so loving. I feel friends here and I am honored. Would you tell me
if there is to be a disclosure of your E.T. assistance and if so, how is this to be
revealed to the public?"
O: "Indeed, we here in The City of Light have long since had recognition from
one human Light or another. It is the intent that is important, and that we [as you
call Light Beings] advance through recognition, and as your time moves forward
in the illusion and the 11-11-11 scenario becomes the massive changeover, it
would appear that we will be more accepted as friends rather than ones of doing
harm.
"This of course is idiocy of human ignorant minds, looking for something to blame
their nonsensical images on. It is almost one person at a time to recognize of the
support you all have been given for eons of time. The leader of your country must
be a spokesperson fully in the knowing. The timing must be correct!"
G: "How can I be of help?"
O: "Continue to see this as fact, not fiction, and the way will be shown. You are
a Way-Shower and ready to do what has to be done in preparation."
G: "A master, I have been told, has said this is to be a Golden Galaxy. What
would be the meaning of this statement?"
O: "Big changes now in process enlighten all, one way or another. Your
openness of continuation helps make this a possibility for all people and Light
Beings etc. to live in, with such peace never experienced before. You are all
being brought into the Cosmic fold so to speak. Such is all on the agenda in the
Big Changeover in your time slot of the energy fields of this current year. Mark
these words well...as said. This year will introduce so much high velocity of love
and Light that people will change before your eyes.
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"Your personal system has been doing a changeover in the Light Body as you
are well aware of, and tolerate the best you can balancing this world and the one
you are in daily. Your aura extends and those close to you sense the frequency
which by really doing nothing even, makes them change as well, ready or not.
Love is where you come from and nothing other is tolerated. You do normal
things daily but normal you are not, nor will you ever be again; for the lifting of
your vibrations will continue until you are pure Light in human form. This Dear
One is your path of Enlightenment City Connection."
G: "I have a friend here in Sedona who lives in a home of domes. Which she
feels is 5th dimension connected. What can be said of this?"
O: "Portals are not only outside in the grounds and rocks, they are also inside as
well. You have seen a portal open with dancing see-through children in your own
backyard. She senses correctly for the levels of the unseen have been there for
some time. Have you not been invited to bring a City gathering there? Of course!
Quite natural then, do that for it has energy with advantages yet to be known,
with those who attend and the Light lifts all who enter. This is good!
"Let all know that you all are on the fast track these days, and connection to the
upper and underground is available as well. Ah yes, much is to be uncovered
and discovered in the revelations to come about piece by piece, for peace of all."
G: "What does it mean to be a Complete Galactic Human as I have read is in the
offing? I have never heard that before?"
O: "Again your process is in this area. You the Genii look human and are, but
feel different that which could make for some confusion as you progress forward.
Be of peace. All is well. You are sort of shape shifting. The City is your thrusting
and trusting mission, and the changes come in your being able to do the magic
the Genie is noted for, as well as the Jedi of service.
"The City comes forth and all is in galactic intent of service to your Earth people.
It will take something massive like this City to evolve the human species into
communication to other cosmic communities, as the Galactic Federation has
achieved in other areas. Now it is your planet's turn to be galactic-lifted. Rejoice!"
G: "What is to take place when as said, there will be no more duality here?"
O: "Many surprises. Many gifts as the ''old'' releases itself into the 'newness of
oneness.' Vast opportunities change with the love as it moves into balance and
with love as the leader and City to prove its position.
"Ah...we sense the Genii's energy fields are weakening so we suggest that you
leave us as we release you to your human world and we do so lovingly and with
a promise of great tomorrows.
We bid you the Light of the eternal day in love and in peace"
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Of Disclosure and Speaking Space!
Embassy Visit July 28, 2011
As I entered into The City of Light mentally, the vision began with great huge
doors opening that I had not seen before. My Guide and I seemed to be entering
from a side entrance rather than the usual (what, no Gate or trolley ride?) Things
move very fast here. We were then led by a Light Being into the great sanctuary
with OOO-LON standing behind this horseshoe-style table.
In this magnificent hall, universal beings were again in attendance and as a tone
sounded, they all sat down, even us. A thought crossed my mind that if I was to
speak to the United Nations Earth group, this would be the place for them to see.
No words I could utter would then make any impression. It just was so!
Note: Right now I was experiencing a 'Power surge' like an overheated feminine
hot flash. Thanks to Archangel Michael's explanation of what that is all about, I
guess I was on schedule. So then … what was next?
O: "The welcome mat is again out for this Lady and Guide. We assume you
have questions to be answered ... so be it."
G: "Thank you.
"Number one... More and more changes are taking place and that brings me
back here to sort out what is going on, so to speak. Other Lightworkers also bring
in valuable information, so questions come to my mind of the validity of what is
being said, before I pass information on to others of what is going to take place,
and I honor each one who expresses what they receive as well.
"One bit of information says a man in the Presidential White House here has
spoken of a disclosure of E.T's on 12/27/2011, preceded by a craft landing in
sight in a Florida stadium on 12/21/2011. What can be said of this
announcement?"
O: "Mighty are the forces of neighboring universes that can bring forth such a
phenomenon. This Dear One would only take place if all were in the projected
time line of disclosure, and its effect on The City of Light appearance.
"Disclosure has been on many minds of late and the propensities of its
happening draws crowds of interest. We say yes, there will be a disclosure, but
no particular date as the energy patterns fluctuate dramatically as the entrance of
The City of Light frequencies interrupt the normal flow you are used to daily.
Dates could be tomorrow or six months ahead.
"Exciting isn't it! You are able to meet a Being from Space on your home-level
setting as well as here. You have seen one in a movie of a lost entity trying to get
back home. The timing of such an event could be right on target or a bit off. Only
time will tell as it has itself on the fast track now and with The City as its center
point of entrancing and its own point of disclosure.
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"You are a forerunner as you spread the word of THE COMING. We are like the
producers of a stage setting so to speak, of the greatest show on Earth which will
not only appear, but produce healing as well. Let it be said that indeed there will
be a disclosure at the perfect time as this will affect millions of people's reactions.
Enough said?"
G: "Let's see, what is my next question?
Number Two… Will the door open for me to talk with the President regarding The
City? How does this disclosure fall into this category?"
O: "Quite nicely. The program (speaking in your theatrical vernacular) has many
players, and during this cleansing of the planet he has his hands full at the
moment, before an alien disclosure takes place. And don't count out the 11-11-11
scenario of the 11-11-11 Love Wave scenario. The energy upheaval now is
clearing out old debris so the energy of love can fill in that space.
"It is what you would call act #1, #2 and #3. Calming the emptiness of old ways
needs the healing excitement of the new. Which comes first? Time will show. So
Dear One, just be open to receive your guidance and we realize this is a watch
and wait answer ...but quite timely. Next?"
G: "Number Three… I have friends near-by who own what is called a Dome
Home as the roof domes look to me like colored Easter eggs and the home is
quite famous for its décor and energy attached. I have spoken of The City there
and am invited to return. Now in conversation she told that a master painter is
repainting the dome roofs and adding symbolic symbols to them in the designs
like crop circles.
"As we sat and spoke of this, from within I received the message that the
symbols are 'SKY MAPS' to help hone in The City of Light and that this artist was
given these symbols as one of his projects as it matches the original Sky Map of
intention! What can be said of this?"
O: "Correct in your inner sensing. To bring anything from outer space, maps of
many kinds are used for the vastness is unimaginable. The drivers of space
vehicles have a mental visual imprint of where they are going, lest they end up in
some other universe. There are many (universes) as well as vibrational patterns
such as you are speaking of from your dimension.
"You use a device in your cars to get you to one place. We do have vast
technology true, but the 3D patterns of your planet are used to assist and these
(Sky Maps) spoken of are designed to do just that.
"They are guide-line signals as the symbols hold vibrational energy, whose
signals are sent out into the airwaves. We understand that you have a small lake
called Stoneman, which as you know is a portal with underground laboratories,
with crystals honing in the space vehicles as directed. We play not games here.
All is divinely directed into place.
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"The underground in the Sedona area is filled with portals of all kinds. It has a
catacomb of passages leading here and there and you have one in your home
yard as you know. It would be simply like a sponge with holes where the energy
pulls the unseen into action. We try many ways to help your understanding.
Overhead and underneath are connected and you people walk and live in
between like a sandwich.
"Does this give you any idea of what is taking place?" I nodded my head yes...
"Your Earth world is so much more than what appears on the surface and as you
just read in Archangel Michael's message with these changes and why you are
experiencing Power Surges physically.
"So then take this information and sort out what it all means, as this visit has
been quite informative and we are pleased to be able to express in your
language.
"Return home now and we shall speak again. We bid you the Light of the eternal
day in peace and in love."
So Light it be!
Thanks God ... Been a good trip!

http://www.xanaduofsedona.com
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Think of the Possibilities!
Embassy Visit January 17, 2012
With gentle music playing in my room I prepared to blast off from Sedona and
land at the Embassy in The City of Light. No car ... no plane ... or even a
spacecraft needed. Just being open to inner vision and sound. Ah! ... advanced
technology and being a trans-audio person does help.
I found myself and a few others at a Gate of Entry where I joined my City Guide
La-Luke. He grabbed my hand and we ran through the Park and jumped onto the
bouncy trolley, ending up standing in front of hundreds of extraterrestrials, which
was a good place to be as this was the purpose of the visit!
As I looked over the vast audience of faintly-seen space friends once more, I felt
the sensation of overpowering love, not unlike an electric sensation but calmer.
How lucky could this girl be?
Standing in front of OOO-LON we were beckoned to be seated. With all of this
electricity around I wondered what I came to ask about?
O: "We sense questions. What is your pleasure?'
(Well I must have one if he senses it,) Oh yes...
G: "I am aware that The City of Light had landed on Christmas Eve 2011 and as
I share with others in my 3D world, I hear much being said about an E.T.
disclosure. What can be said?"
O: "Oh yes, your world is once again bringing us to the attention of disclosure.
This has been so for many reasons, and as seasons come and go and the
energy lifts more, it is eluded to in depth. The wanting of a disclosure of this and
that, comes forth on a continual basis and even a bit more so now that the
energy shift is in process. We are well aware of the constant bombardment of
questions.
"We have entered your planet say, many moons ago, and we work to fulfill our
part in the revelation and the constant bombardment. (As this was said, it must
have been reported to the audience as laughter was heard.) To see or not to see,
that has always been the question. The Genii is well aware we are as close as
her breath and at this point like The City, we too are here. It is a combined Light
package."
G: "I have dear friends nearby that have a spectacular home called Xanadu that
consists of 10 brightly-colored dome shapes that could be looked at as
something from space."
O: "We are aware!"
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G: "One of the most auspicious attention-getters is National Geographic
magazine and film, and they are interested in filming an exposé on E.T.'s and
UFOs and I know not what else."
O: "We are aware!"
G: "They have noticed my City book so it could be involved, or even me to
answer some questions. What am I to be aware of as they are looking for YOU!"
O: "And the puzzle continues. Dear One, this type of investigation has been
going on for centuries and now as the energy level rises, so do sightings and The
City now becomes part of this. This is not bad ... quite the contrary ... for you
have evidence of such a happening.
"Should you be asked to participate in any way, be open to us within with
guidance and we will advise you what steps to take. Ah, we sense you have a
fun feeling with this, right?"
G: "Yes, after all these years of contact with you all and learning a bit of
speaking space, I think it will be fun to see what can come of a film or whatever
as The City takes its turn to be revealed."
O: "Both will coincide and put your people in a state of 'Oh my god!' When we
reveal ourselves it will be at a precise moment that would be valuable and not a
moment before. As you say it is all show biz. For this moment, play along and be
open to invites, writings etc. that we will send to the world and to you. The
prestigious Galactic Federation is well aware of all and any E.T. interest that
comes to the surface to be recognized.
"As the higher power builds, before you stands The City of Light untarnished and
brought forth with the galactic cosmic approval. All is well and very well. You
speak space every time we meet. Your dedication is and has been a part of the
revelation that not only The City exists, but we too. All is just a big package of
love as was reported, as the Christmas gift carefully laid on your planet.
"The days and weeks ahead will be quite fulfilling as your awareness grows and
reports come forth to share. Time accelerates and The City as well as the Earth
density comes into play. Rest in this and we will attend to the details, be it a City
appearance or one of us from a Universe filled with love to share. All is on
course...of course. Now return to your home and travel forward for much
excitement is just waiting, even with fun attached. Be Jedi for that means 'love be
with you.'"
And just that fast all disappeared and I was home just as the Lights of the Round
Table began their City toning power.
So Light it be!
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At Ground Level
Embassy Visit #2 January 26, 2012
After the above message came through, I was invited back to the Embassy so I
re-entered with an open mind and a loving heart to see what was going on.
Quickly through envision, I saw OOO-LON as I was expected.
O: "Again we meet. You are welcome. The message just given you leaves no
doubt in your mind that The City has arrived. Right?"
G: "It was a strong energy that I experienced - wow!"
O: "Quite so, leaving no doubt that we continue to express the action of The
City, in process of development of its appearance at ground level. Does this
please you?"
G: "The question is, where at ground level can it be seen eventually?"
O: "Now telling you would take away the delight that suddenly you will begin to
see the faint formation with your own eyes. So patience is desired here. Add the
recap from your book of why the Sedona area is the galactic location, so that a
better understanding of why this particular area is designated for the first of
several locations as a prototype, will be understood."
G: "Tell me please, will there be a disclosure of Extraterrestrials before The City
manifests?"
O: "Yes, this is an important ingredient in the overall picture developing now.
And to answer your next unsaid question, you will meet the President before
The City appearance."
G: "Nothing has opened in that department as yet."
O: "Oh ye of little faith, is a saying you have. Be patient, be open, and permit
God to Light your way and It will. Now then remember you are moving forward
step by step and each one is important and your divine design has taken an
upswing in activation. So then we will converse again soon. Send out the
message that The City of Light is at ground level and preparing its contents to
be revealed."
With this the vision ended and I was back at Quest Haven, and as I glanced up
a big bob cat was also enjoying this location.
So Light it be!
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At Ground Level
Embassy Visit #2 January 26, 2012
After the above message came through, I was invited back to the Embassy so I
re-entered with an open mind and a loving heart to see what was going on.
Quickly through envision, I saw OOO-LON as I was expected.
O: "Again we meet. You are welcome. The message just given you leaves no
doubt in your mind that The City has arrived. Right?"
G: "It was a strong energy that I experienced - wow!"
O: "Quite so, leaving no doubt that we continue to express the action of The
City, in process of development of its appearance at ground level. Does this
please you?"
G: "The question is, where at ground level can it be seen eventually?"
O: "Now telling you would take away the delight that suddenly you will begin to
see the faint formation with your own eyes. So patience is desired here. Add the
recap from your book of why the Sedona area is the galactic location, so that a
better understanding of why this particular area is designated for the first of
several locations as a prototype, will be understood."
G: "Tell me please, will there be a disclosure of Extraterrestrials before The City
manifests?"
O: "Yes, this is an important ingredient in the overall picture developing now.
And to answer your next unsaid question, you will meet the President before
The City appearance."
G: "Nothing has opened in that department as yet."
O: "Oh ye of little faith, is a saying you have. Be patient, be open, and permit
God to Light your way and It will. Now then remember you are moving forward
step by step and each one is important and your divine design has taken an
upswing in activation. So then we will converse again soon. Send out the
message that The City of Light is at ground level and preparing its contents to
be revealed."
With this the vision ended and I was back at Quest Haven, and as I glanced up
a big bob cat was also enjoying this location.
So Light it be!
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Disclosure: The Welcome Mat is Out!
Embassy Visit March 22, 2012
As the sun rose over the red rocks and all the snow had disappeared, a new day
had begun in Sedona. I looked to re-enter the Embassy of Peace in The City of
Light.
In deep meditational vision I found myself back at the very familiar Gate of
Entrance, one of several. My Guide La-Luke waved me through throngs of
people who were parting as we made contact.
Once inside the Embassy with its hundreds of extraterrestrial Light Beings, I
was quite comfortable having been here many times. OOO-LON the head leader
acknowledged us by standing and we began our conversation.
G: "Good morning, thank you for having us again."
O: "Looks like the Lady of Light is excited about something."
G: "I don't know why I should be as I meet space beings right here, but as I was
about to fall asleep last night I saw in the clear sky, bright lights that were too big
to be stars. Spacecraft?"
O: "Of course. The Sedona area is quite active now as The City makes its
appearance. Craft vehicles move easily in the night, for this demonstration takes
many away from their homes to far-away places to intermix with the unseen you
are about to experience."
G: "Here in The City I meet many (space beings) and some are my mentors as
you know. Why is there not yet a disclosure for sure that they are here? What is
the hold-up?"
O: "There will be (disclosure). Your planet people have such mixed feelings,
from deep fear to unbelief, that the right timing is important - but rest easy ... it
will be."
G: "What can I share?"
O: "The City of Light is doing well, as pieces of the intergalactic process continue
to ignite frequencies of wholeness and oneness that The City represents. Love
should not have to be forced on anyone and we come from that galaxy that only
knows love, and that comes with this package called The City of Light Sedona
entry. You are all into time-mindedness and that makes the interest of time
important for many reasons, even if time as such does not exist.
"The messengers of many galactic space communities verify that all is on the
non-time schedule. Remember Genii, you have been recording these visits for
mankind to know what has taken place, long before The City made its
appearance, lo these many years.
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"This is good. Now as your planet is cleansing up what is un-love, we on the
other hand give possibilities of a new world quite near with the probabilities of
great new connections with us from space.
"You have asked about disclosure. Those who believe and those who do not,
will have quite a time when all this is revealed. We attempt to make it easy, but
cannot predict at this point what the response of such a message will be.
However rest easy, all is known in a divine connection. From our place in space
to your space in place, God makes all things clear. Anything else?"
G: "I feel so blessed and excited as I look ahead, even for a few short weeks to
the probabilities and the near future is already here. Many Lightworkers who
have patiently waited having seen Cities of Light for centuries overhead or
someplace in space, and now we are sitting in the birthing nest. What more can
I do?"
O: "And helping you, all are. Keep open for more travel and meetings unlisted,
at this point both in the physical, and like this moment in the non-physical. The
news you bring that 'Something is Coming' is quite correct, and ready-or-not
peace on Earth will take the place of the turmoil now in the news. It is spring
house-keeping for the Genii, and spring house-cleaning for this planet in general.
Come back soon ... we await another type of disclosure to share with you.
"Your new advanced book 'UNIVERSAL CITIES of LIGHT' will out-sell the others,
for it is disclosure for all mankind, written in love and advancement. See
it soon-completed and come back soon. We await your entry. God be with you!"
And with this ... before I could blink...I was back in my room, watching a big
yellow passenger balloon come down in someone's yard nearby.
Must be just another day in mystic Sedona.
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Out of Time!
Embassy Visit April 21, 2012
Spring has come to Sedona and the colorful flowers peeking out, are deliciously
beautiful to the underground demolition squad of gophers looking to have the
family over for dinner with an open invitation.
My invitation was to return to The City of Light and the Embassy of Peace
auditorium where hundreds of the undisclosed beings from spaces and places
we know not of, gathered while setting the course for the grand opening of The
City of Light and their disclosure of being here long since.
Inner Scene begins...
The usual south Gate came into mental inner view and looked crowded as usual.
People really wanted to see what was inside this main attraction (never before
witnessed on this planet.) I wanted to see and hear what the population would
say about this when they saw it. Woopie … Something's Coming!
My Guide La-Luke grabbed my hand and we headed for the funny trolley in
excitement of just being here. It seemed like home to me after all these years of
entering. A swift ride and a jumping off at the Embassy, fulfilled all my
expectations with many more to come. Was I lucky or what?
There seemed to be no time here when we entered through the backstage
drapes of gold onto the stage where OOO-LON and four others led the meetings
with space tones I was not understanding ...yet! (Well, I am Jedi material).
O: "Welcome to us of Inner Light of Universal Friends. Please be seated with us
here on this platform as we direct the proceedings."
G: "Thank you. It feels good to be back in voice connect. Kind of like coming
home.
"What can be shared with those of contact through my information internet mailouts? They want to know when of course this demonstration will be made
publicly seen, and also when will those here be seen. Will there be an
announcement (a disclosure) made public?
"Seems like a waste of energy or something just waiting for this to take place,
as so many of us know we walk with the space entities now and have been for
a very long time."
O: "Hungry for information are you? We here in this place of peace and honor,
are pleased to share with you and the readers of contact you supply. News about
The City of course is the prime reason for even this visit, true?"
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G: "Yes. What can be said of its appearance? In our world I hear it is taking a
long time and also of the E.T's announcement. You are all making a miracle
come to pass. How many will delight to know miracles do exist?
"This is proof positive. No one can be in denial of what is right before their eyes.
Proof positive that God exists, and with a wave of intent here it is. We have the
Rainbow Connection as my puppet friend Kermit the frog sings about."
A smiling OOO-LON continued: "Even frogs know the truth it seems. Many times
the question of when has ridden out of the mental wonder. This year? This day?
This moment? Taking time out of the equation, what do you have? Ahhh… NOW!
That old word is really misunderstood.
"There is no time in the Universe! This is a mental impression that sets the minds
into a different way of thinking. One of Your planet locations has one hour or
more than your time zone may not have. You made it all up for convenience or...
not.
"How long does it take for you to make a puppet from idea to stage performance?
Hard to answer for time is only a part of this equation unless an appointment
must be met, then you may be 'out of time.'
"You are always 'out of 'time' as there is none. People say this all the time, 'Oh
dear, I am out of time, must rush to finish'...whatever.
"The collapse of time is in The City's favor while the cleansing of your planet
continues to clean up what has been described as darkness or ignorance due to
the greed of those who serve themselves, and their destructive thoughts to
discontinue the lives of others. Destruction is apparent as the media pronounces,
and as the old moves into the new; time is collapsing to bring Light and love into
being, and Dear One, The City will do that ... BIG TIME.
"So then from the Genii's point of view, it is done, finished and NOW appearing
as she walks The City grounds and looks forward in local time and (again this
time zone thought is hard to get past.) 'SOON' is the closest we can give you for
it is 'NOW!' Behind the scenes many high level spirit Light reporters keep the
clearing in process and they are to be blessed.
"To fill in the blanks of The City process, it has been moving into your time zone
as vibrational energy to form what you are seeing in these visits which is a
preview of that which is for coming attractions. In the NO time zone you should
be aware it is IMMEDIATE! We endeavor to explain the unexplainable through
these words of your understanding.
"You have been guided to bring forth with the help of Light supporters a new
edition of The City of Light titled, 'SOMETHING'S COMING! CITIES OF LIGHT'
Ah ... expansion in sight! Imagine that and the first one is not seen yet. Time
collapses and the world of Earth illusion moves forward in no time.
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"And your planet will question where? and when? Sound familiar? Meanwhile
back to the time zones. Which we understand is the human programming, but it
too will change ... Imagine that!
"As your world cleanses of the vermin that has taken advantage of others, the
Light is saturating and penetrating your planet on a continual basis, as it can do
no other. Take away the darkness and you have Light. As you say, 'Whoopie!'
"And Light we all are here, and like millions of others, we are replacing the old
thinking with new Light space technology, making room for new possibilities.
Soon you will have small but mighty electrical devices that are changing so fast
even you are disconnected somewhat, so be not concerned. You are doing your
part with this City information. Rest easy as we complete our timely task to serve
all in and out of the 'time zone' order of things.
"So then take this message and share. Bless all the unseen Lightworkers as well
as the seen ones, and we look forward to your next Alien Encounter here."
And with that a hum tone ran through the audience as I connected with their 'ah
tone' once more.
Back home enticed by Light Spirit my Pomeranian puppy, who was always on a
lookout for sustenance in cookie form, I looked forward to The City in the Now!
NOW!
So Light it be!
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Playing the Waiting Game!
Embassy Visit May 29, 2012
This early morning seemed to be an invited chance for leaving the outside world
to go within The City of Light and meet with the Light Beings from space, and I
might say this was quite an honor. While Earth people were waiting for a
disclosure that friendly extraterrestrials exist ... I got to meet them by the
hundreds, and thus I was honored to have some be my mentors like OOO-LON
and YA-FU-FUS, to mention a couple.
Inner scene began...
If one were in a plane flying over The City, one would see hundreds of people
waiting to enter (a bit like Disneyland on an everyday busy day). The inner
tension would be very noticeable as the excitement built with this amazingbeyond-belief place of healing, that must have fallen out of the sky, and no one
had to build it with the usual paper plans and cement.
How long ago were the words said about a Second Coming? Could this be it?
Could it be the Christ or Buddha or whoever, that brought this miracle? How
could this demonstration be here that has attracted so many people?
Something's Coming? No. It is here and now!
Looking for my Guide La-Luke I saw him way up front waving to me, and I slid
past many and joined him. We were off through the Relaxation Park and onto the
funny trolley, then into the door of the Embassy where who knows what would
take place! The inside scene was set with a few hundred space beings in the
audience and OOO-LON and his companions were in a welcome posture. We
were acknowledged as a hush came over the audience.
O: "Welcome back to our place of peace and love. How may we be of service?"
G: "I am not sure, another visit was felt from within as I funnel information out to
the public. What can be shared with me? How is this City coming for
demonstration time?"
O: "The waiting seems long does it not?"
G: "Yes as a matter of fact. I have been with this City for about 30 years and I
am as excited as all the rest to see this in the physical third dimension."
O: "You don't remember do you being in 'no time' as you once were? The City
progresses to the point of attaching its inner workings to be put into the final
checking and to be a vision worth the centuries of efforts attached. Making an
appearance so long ago announced, must be worthy of God's divine timing, like
a magician pulling an unseen rabbit out of an empty hat thus astonishing the
audience. This City is the bunny, the hat is your dimension, and the magician is
the I AM ... GOD demonstrating thus, astonishing the audience.
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"How many you call 'man hours' has it taken to bring this demonstration forth? ...
Centuries, and while this first prototype births already on the Earth grid, more of
the same are being prepared likewise around your planet. Is this not astonishing!
Everyone can be healed. It has taken divine timing and collective energies to
accomplish this fact, with much dedication...much!
"In the meantime one more City book is to be published a.s.a.p. which continues
to fill in the blanks with more information as you have traveled to this Embassy
place of peace from 2009-2012. This is as good as a finished project, for it has
much value with all the visits here recorded, not only a few as in the first issue.
And it does connect with The City Earth appearance. Soon people will be able to
enter here like you have described but on the physical level, thus a real
disclosure of an E.T. audience. Imagine that! Space entities that are not here to
conquer anyone, just coming in love with a City of Light. As said, 'What is to
conquer?' What have you done with your planet?"
G: "And what about President Obama and a meeting?"
O: "This President is unaware of his coding of The City in his DNA, and is the
perfect leader as The City demonstrates. You will have a meeting location
connection, so put any concern to rest and await the sign."
G: "Anything else for public sharing?"
O: "That this birth is well worth waiting for, and that upon a special morning it will
be seen as the sun rises. This meeting here today is a validation once more of
The City appearance. You humans need to be constantly updated and
downloaded to keep the mind open to receive. Be easy with this, all is in divine
order.
"Request the 4 Keys Light Links to keep The City and space connection active as
this is an important area that all can do in support. The quiet time between what
has been said, to the 'NOW ' demonstration is at hand, since The City of Healing
Light set down on Earth this past Christmas Eve. Sound like connections? And
with the UPPC'S support all is well and in Divine order. As for your guidance, oh
speaker of coming events ... trip travel, connections and announcements are
important, for you carry the seed of The City in your DNA just like the President.
"Amazing isn't it? Rest is important as your physical chemical change lifts you in
parallel of The City, and as your planet shifts itself from the darkness of
ignorance and greed, you shift with The City so a balancing act may be
experienced.
"Bless those who have not seen the Light for it reveals itself ... ready or not. Go
where guided and be open, ready for The City birth that could be sooner than
later. Remember...BY PLAYING THE WAITING GAME ... YOU ALL WIN!"
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Return to the Embassy of Peace in the City of Light
November 17, 2012
RETURN TO THE EMBASSY...
"A new entrance you will make as the world tunes into the Cities of Light as a
near and dear probability. The entities of Light in many dimensions plus their
human counterparts as speakers, verify that what has been said so long ago, is
now in action.
"Thus the first of the 13 Cities beyond the Sedona, (the Energy Mecca where you
reside) circle the globe, awaiting their birth in due time, But the first is the Sedona
City as a recognition of what this planet is heading for - TOTAL HEALING BY
LIGHT. Imagine that! The shock wave will speed across your planet as more
energies are put into repeats across the planet.
"Dear one, this is the Light of the future technology that those of other
dimensions bring forth what has been secret for centuries. You have all been
living still in the energy of the dinosaurs. Time for massive change.
"The appearance of the Sedona City of Light brings forth disclosure after
disclosure as nothing can compare with what we speak of here ... nothing!
Darkness will have no place to hide.
"Australia will be the first of the next 13 Cities with the United Kingdom and China
coming as well as the rest. A beginning to be sure and these are exciting
beginnings of the rest. As people are open to receive, they will begin to feel the
frequencies as they move around the planet.
"So much going on behind the scenes so to speak, and things are in place for
this healing of peace to take place, and it will. Your introduction to the Sedona
prototype Light City with your book raises the consciousness and the energy that
something very big is about to happen, and it is a part of history in the making.
"So then do return to the City Embassy of Peace and we shall continue to update
what is not yet known. So love it be!"
G: "I will return to the Embassy gladly with love in my heart and an open mind to
receive what is reported. Thank you."
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Experiencing the Deepness of Love!
Embassy Visit November 18, 2012
I found myself back at a City Gate (in vision). Wow! Lordy, look at the amount of
people. Hundreds of them waiting to enter! I wondered how I would, or if I would
find my Guide La-Luke.
The City Gates are 5 stories high and a glance upward answered my question,
as he was hanging out a window waving to me. Then, by some magic, I guess
people around me just began moving a few steps away, and I moved through the
Gate and there he was. I love this God-kind of wispy magic. This is God in action,
and no one seems disturbed as the path just opens. (I must try this kind of magic
at Disneyland.)
As I made my way through, there he was with arms extended. He grabbed my
hand and into the Relaxation Park we went. We were heading for the funny
trolleys that people get to ride on all over The City.
The Embassy of Peace loomed before us while other people on the trolley
laughed that there was no driver and no wheels. Really, this City not only heals
with Light, but is fun in the process. The trolley stopped as we jumped off and
waved goodbye to the rest of the passengers, who could have cared less that we
got off, as they had so much more to see.
We entered through the usual back stage entrance, and slipped through the
curtains to see hundreds of blessed ET's from space locations applauding, and
I was filled with tears of pure joy washing my face, as my Guide handed me a
cloth. I was back "home" ... sort of. What in Earth had I done to receive such an
honor? A chair was brought forth as I was feeling shaky with emotions and I
gladly sat.
OOO-LON: "Welcome back. We are pleased you entertained our message to
return."
G: "Oh my God, this is wonderful! I am so pleased to be back, not knowing why
but certainly honored."
O: "You are quite welcome. Now that your City book of guidance is completed,
we can move forward. The City has many attractions to assist in the healing of
the body temple as well as the mind and spirit. You have been into many now
recorded. Would you like to see more?"
G: "Of course. What may I know, especially as people’s big question is, when
will they see the City in 3D in full view? I have no answer for them yet."
O: "You are aware that The City is on Earth ground level ... correct?"
G: "Yes, as of last Christmas Eve, 12-24-2011. "
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O: "It is not necessary at this point to answer the 'when' yet . Do you not sit in
The City at this moment in time?"
G: "Yes, I see, feel and am definitely here. What is taking time to be seen
physically, is also a wish for me to walk into the physical City with others who
even now, hold the Light on this massive project."
O: "Do you remember seeing a building completed being lowered into place from
an overhead spacecraft?"
G: “Yes, it was such a surprising sight."
O: "Now imagine many spacecraft doing the same thing. This massive building
here is one of them, which as you can see houses extraterrestrials - Light Beings
who have brought forth and continue to do so, the completeness of the Godintended venture with technology from way beyond your planet's scope. Is this
not worth waiting for?"
G: "Of course. I have followed this path for 30 years since my husband brought
through the plans in meditation sessions."
O: "And where did he get them from, now that you have walked through many?"
G: "From Master Hermes, who I understand was one of Dr. Bill's mentors that he
just loved. And through him came the architectural drawings of the High Towers,
plot plan, and Gate Towers that took Bill 3 years of drawing to do, and of thinking
he was going crazy, but drew them anyway. He kept coming out of the guest
room saying he was not going to draw them anymore, and would promptly be
sent back in to continue, knowing full well he could not draw a straight line. It was
quite a time of learning."
O: "Yes this is quite a Master, this Hermes who indeed brought forth the
architectural drawings of the pyramid which housed the mystery school in its
deep center, and did indeed work through the Dr. Bill for all to see in your City
guide books. Now then, look to your left and meet this Light yourself."
From out of stage left came a Light so bright that I had to squint a bit, but I knew
it was indeed Hermes. I pushed myself up out of the chair, and the Light engulfed
me in such love, I felt I could disappear and that would be OK.
Here with this Light surrounding me, I was meeting this God-man who has led
me unknowingly through Bill's writings. I was indeed blessed and could not
speak. It was like all of God was holding me close and I was emotionally blessed.
Either it is love or it isn't. This was beyond normal love.
I was profoundly emotionally blessed as tears of pure love, joy and beyond were
experienced as though all the lovers of the Universe were loving me at the same
time. Wow, what a sensation! There is much more to love than most of us know,
as I have been blessed to experience it. I tried to get the words of thank you out
but was too overcome to do so.
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So many questions to ask but none were needed and no wonder. Bill followed
this mentor's teachings. I will never look at the original drawings Hermes brought
forth of the Gate Towers, and High Towers without being thrilled. I have the
originals and they were reprinted in my City books with giving thanks.
Then, I heard Hermes say as I was enveloped in his Light, "You will have your
City of Light. I, Hermes, promise this in God's Light, and I am here for you!" (Just
typing this up, oops... I am again absorbed in this love I just spoke of. I sure hope
it is catching. We could use lots of this across this planet.)
Somewhere in my soul, mind, and body, I know this is so and to say "thank you"
simply was not enough. His Light surrounding me, I sat back on the chair and ...
bingo, he was gone leaving me in a puddle of tears.
O: "Now how was that for a surprise? Obviously you are speechless. Do you
remember when you went to the Court of the High Tribunal (in vision) and were
crowned with the pearl of great price?"
G: "Of course, yes Bill was also crowned before I was. It was quite a gift."
O: "Have you not used your crown and scepter given to heal?"
G: "I usually don't talk about it except with The 4 keys sessions."
O: "You have given to many throughout many lifetimes and so you were led to
the High Court. Your path is just beginning with the Cities of Light coming forth all
over the planet. Go back to your world, for soon what you have sought for so
long now, seeks you and millions of others and it is worth the waiting which is
about over."
G: "Thank you all ... Good Lord, here come the tears again. I am in overwhelm
as again this perfect love from the audience is felt. Can one get too much love?"
La-Luke lifted me from the chair and we departed, fully knowing that I will be
back, and as Renee says, "Whoopie!"
Back now in my daily world in Thanksgiving week, I have so much to be thankful
for as we all will, and it indeed is worth the wait. I so bless all the Light Beings
from space, for all they are doing to make the wait worth the bringing forth.
Maybe the disclosure we are waiting for is the City of Light Sedona location Number One on the agenda.
So love it be! Happy Thanksgiving!
Let There Be Light!
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SOMETHING’S COMING! Universal Cities of Light, Love and Healing!
(Book description from Amazon.com by Catherine Rourke)
“Something’s Coming”… and it’s good news for a change! In an era when many
are focused on end-of-the-world doom and gloom, along comes an exciting book to
uplift humanity, reminding us that we are not alone and that help is already on the way.
As the world faces an unprecedented crossroads of transformation after millennia of
honing this process, we have finally arrived and the Cities of Light are the resulting
manifestation.
The first of book of its kind ever, Something’s Coming represents an invitation of
expectancy prophesied centuries ago as the Second Coming. Author Genii Townsend,
a trans-audio visionary, shares information kept secret for 25 years. Her “inner-vision
trip” began in 1982 when her husband, Rev. William Townsend, Ph.D., a Religious
Science minister, brought forth drawings of Cities of Light while in meditation. After his
passing, Genii Townsend continued where he left off and the city visits are now
recorded in this book.
No development on earth is more fascinating than the advent of the Cities of Light,
and the discussion can be traced to the middle of the last century. What, exactly, is
a City of Light?
Much like Atlantis, it is a port where the star brothers and sisters can come for
exchange of cultural ideas, technology, art and healing. The book describes it as
“the unfoldment of a very large universal plan. It is going beyond the universe to…
an interdimensional portal of love where beings from everywhere can experience a
community of love.”
The Cities of Light can be glimpsed with our physical eyes but are more apparent to
our Third and Fourth Eyes. They are “crystal cities of the future, places of peace and
harmony where love prevails.” As real places in the higher dimensions, people can
“anchor new realities and new dimensional realities within the 3rd dimension” as an
expanded experience. They are also for advanced healing through light, sound and
color—“examples of what can be done by using our technologies for the good of all.”
The book describes the purpose and plans for a City of Light in Sedona, Arizona—a
prototype for 13 more cities to appear around the planet “any day now.” Included are
diagrams and descriptions of advanced technologies, prophecies, discussion of the
need for spiritual awakening and enlightenment on earth, and details of the city’s
amazing features.

Townsend writes: “After the City of Light appears overnight, it will be noted as a
definite groundbreaking event never before witnessed as nothing like this exists now
or has before. This is not a pie-in-the-sky fairy tale. It actually will be in 3D. You will
be able to walk into it like any building we have now.”
She paints a picture for readers of what it’s like to enter such a place after over 100
visits she has made to the Embassy of Peace Headquarters within the City of Light.
“Imagine entering a place of such beauty that it makes you an instant believer that
anything is possible, like entering a 5-story-high gate that is encoded with your
personal beliefs that makes you feel like you just came home.
“Imagine experiencing healing techniques in light modules where no drugs, knives or
needles can sever the body's electrical lines. A Memory Manor building where you can
release past memory hurts with no emotion attached. A Fountain of Light that makes
you feel physically and mentally great, and sitting on benches that massage the body.
An Empowerment Emporium where you can balance your emotions. A “Birth-aterium”
where babies are born laughing with the mother who had no anesthesia, no pain and
the only crying is for the pure joy of the experience. A stadium-size building called The
Embassy of Peace where “Light Beings gather to help bring forth peace on this earth.”
In channelings through Genii and others, it has been said that “All of these changes
await you and they are not too far in the future. Think positively about them and you
will be helping to manifest them much sooner than we have allowed for.
“Thus the cities of light function to heal us and raise our vibrations and consciousness.
They are delightful places to be, they are places where peace reigns already." They
exist in the Fifth Dimension and higher and are destined to play a large role in the
transfer of learning and technology for us in the new Golden Age.
Townsend writes: “Will it enhance peoples’ lives? I think the common words will be
‘OH MY GOD!’ I ask you to hold the vision in your heart. Make no mistake; this planet
will glow in love like never before.”
The stage is ready, the scenes inside these pages invite you to witness what is coming
about, and this is your invitation, page by page, before the magic happens. Get your
copy and get ready for the greatest show on earth. This book will show you how you
can enter the city portals and change your reality forever.

SOMETHING’S COMING is now available at www.sedonalightcenter.org

Advance Reviews of Something's Coming!
Universal Cities of Light, Love, and Healing!
"I have closely followed the progress of the 'Cities of Light', and I have never
known such an exciting prospect as their appearance which is soon expected.
They will be amongst some of the spectacular early developments of the New
Age. The prototype that is destined for Sedona has been regularly visited by
Genii, and will be sensational for its wide and varied range of advanced
technology, particularly where healing is concerned. You are unlikely to ever
read another book of this nature that is a first-hand account by Genii of what
to expect. Her style of writing takes you with her, and you can share her many
heartfelt experiences. It is a unique book, about a unique experience that you
will not want to miss." -- Mike Quinsey (http://treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm)

"With The City of Light Sedona, The 4 Keys to Light and her new book,
Something's Coming, Genii Townsend provides spiritual initiates with the
ultimate users' manual and cosmic blueprint for tapping our greatest power
as Light Technicians on the path to higher consciousness. Experiencing The
4 Keys to Light initiation with Genii in 2009 was one of the greatest gifts of a
lifetime. Genii has channeled a virtual GPS system and high-speed connection
to the Light Source, bestowing initiates with a true spiritual compass for
navigating these transformational times and reinforcing our connection with
Divine Intelligence. Just a few hours over the course of two days profoundly
changed the course of my entire life in the most positive ways. I honestly can't
imagine how I would have weathered the storms of the past few years without
the tools and techniques I learned in the 4 Keys. Genii teaches us how to
transmute negative energy and communicate more directly with our guides. It
was after reading her book and attending her 4 Keys class that I began to hear
messages and receive guidance from the higher dimensions with greater
ease and clarity. I adapted tools and techniques that have become part of my
spiritual practice, assisting me to connect with the Light on an everyday basis
to grace the path. Both of Genii's books and The 4 Keys of Light will
profoundly change the course of your life in the most amazing ways, as it did
mine. Genii is an angel, prophet and master in our midst from whom we can
learn true mastery, knowing, self-empowerment and a sacred re-connection
with our higher forces." -- Catherine J. Rourke, Editor & Publisher, The
Sedona Observer (http://www.sedonaobserver.com)

"Genii Townsend made a decision long ago to take things that don't turn out
quite right and completely transform them. It's no wonder she was selected
to meet with the galactics and introduce so many of us to the Cities of Light.
All Lightworkers have a mission but Genii's has brought so many people
excitement and delight. I personally can't wait to have a guided tour from
her and a completely relaxing and restoring visit. Something's coming ...
and Genii is our impresario and cherished guide for it." -- Steve Beckow
(http://goldenageofgaia.com See The Coming of the Cities of Light page 418)

"Genii's first book, The City of Light Sedona was an amazing read and now
what a treat it is to have Genii's newest book 'Something's Coming'. This is
a book that will surely be among the classics of the world! With over 130
new visits into the City of Light's Embassy of Peace, Something's Coming is
packed full of inspiration, space technology and a clear vision of the greatest
gift for humanity one could ever dream of! Once you start reading, you won't
want to put it down! Is Genii going out on a limb? To be sure... And I'm right
out there with her!!! As she walked inside our domes of light, here in Sedona,
wearing sparkling clothes and immense light around her, I knew my wish to
meet a real Genii had been answered! We immediately locked our mutual blue
eyes and my life has never been the same. I feel so blessed to have had firsthand experience with Genii, and her '4 Keys to Light' Teachings. I am a 'Light
Link' now, with not only direct, clear connection with my loving spiritual guides,
who I call my divine team, I actually received their names! And with this
heavenly gift, have seen myself in a City of Light! It was a thrill beyond words
when Genii received word that the domes we live in are 5th dimensional, as
well as Sky Maps for the Bringers of the City of Light. Genii is truly a walking
testament of one who has the faith of Job, the strength of a Jedi and the
balance of a tight rope walker!!! For me, she is the most amazing example of
LOVE embodied on this planet!" -- Nina Joy, Author of Fearless Birth &
Beyond, Experiences of Joyous Conscious Birth and Co-steward of
http://www.xanaduofsedona.com

"Genii Townsend is a visionary. For over 25 years she has been bringing us the
vision of the Sedona City of Light. Quantum physics teaches us that everything
in this universe is comprised of energy at the level of the atom or smaller. Everything of matter first exists at the unseen level before it comes into existence at
the level of our physical eyesight. The unseen level is the etheric, it is there at
the level of the atoms that all existence takes place. Ancient cultures, all of the
world’s major religions, talk of a form of The City of Light, of a place in the future
that is filled with love and healing grace. The Bible calls it The New Jerusalem.
Genii has the gift to see the unseen, to see the etheric development, to see and
visit The City of Light in the unseen world. Faith is the ability to see and believe
in the unseen, no matter what critics or unbelievers may say. All of our major
changes in our world have first started at the level of faith, to see the unseen
and bring it into existence. She is our pioneer blazing the trail to bring us The
City of Light. It is her resounding faith and belief that is creating the energy that
is bringing forth this wonderful City. As we join her, we will add to the etheric
energy that will bring The City into our physical existence. Do we know when this
will happen? I don't. But I do understand that the etheric level has no sense of
time - at that level time is non-existent. Therefore The City will come forth into our
world when there is enough collective energy from the inhabitants of this Earth to
bring it forward. But we need not despair as it is a very small percentage needed
to bring forth such collective energy. I am joining Genii in believing for this
wonderful future City. I choose to add my energy of belief to the larger collection.
Come and join me as we together believe for this wonderful new future."
-- Hon. Dave Schmidt, WA State Senator, retired. www.daveschmidt.com

JUST IMAGINE . . .
• An Empowerment Emporium where you can balance your emotions.
• A Fountain of Light that heals you and makes you feel physically and mentally great.
• Healing techniques including Light Modules where no drugs, knives, or needles are needed.
• A Birth-aterium with babies born laughing and mothers who had no anesthesia, drugs or pain.
• A Memory Manor building where you can release past memory hurts with no emotion attached.
• An Embassy of Peace where Light Beings from the Universe gather to help bring forth Peace on Earth.

Praise for The City of Light Sedona:
“Genii Townsend’s book is a MUST read for every person who is wondering and praying about the conditions we are facing in our world. Are these the “End Times” of John’s Prophetic “Book of Revelation?” Genii’s
book focuses on the positive side of the prophecy, wherein John declares that the “City of God, the New
Jerusalem” will descend from the heavens, and herald in the age of peace. Genii is saying that she and her
late husband have been privy to a great deal of information about this city. It is REAL. Its descent is imminent. John was entirely correct in his vision of the glory of this holy city. It has begun as an etheric creation,
and is therefore invisible to human eyes, but it is soon to take on the visibility of the physical world, and will
“appear” overnight. When it becomes known and visible, its presence will astound the world, for the glory
of God will radiate from it. There has never been anything like this on earth, and it will change our reality
forever. This book is 100% positive good news that God’s work is alive and well on planet Earth after all, and
an astounding goodness is about to happen right in the midst of the chaos of our times.” –Renee Trenda

medium”. She owned and operated Geniiland, a marionette theater near Hollywood for
18 years. She has been awarded many honors including several by Puppeteers of America, Who’s Who in America and NAWBO, the National Association of Women Business
Owners. Genii is cofounder of The Light Center and Ultimate Destiny University, two
non-profit organizations based in Sedona, Arizona. One of Genii’s current projects is
creating “Empowerment Marionettes” of world-class authors and trainers that will help
children harness their creative imagination and realize more of their potential. She is
also preparing an autobiography and scrap book titled, God, Me and Mickey Mouse through which she will
share information about the empowering seminars and playshops she facilitates
along with spiritual classes on The Sacred 4 Keys to Light.

$34.95 USD

Genii Townsend

Genii Townsend is an author, trainer, marionette artist, entrepreneur and “trans-audio

Something’s Coming!

In this exciting sequel to The City of Light Sedona that has been sold in 18 countries, Genii Townsend shares
updated information she has received as a trans-audio medium through over 135 visits she has made to the
Embassy of Peace Headquarters within the City of Light. The book also describes the prophecies, purpose
and plans for a City of Light in Sedona, Arizona that will serve as a prototype for 13 more around the globe.
Included are: diagrams and descriptions of advanced “Light Healing Technologies”; discussion of the need
for spiritual awakening and enlightenment on earth; descriptions of the healing features of the Universal
Cities of Light; and Sedona’s past and future “ultimate destiny” as a prototype City of Light.

Universal Cities of Light, Love and Healing!

Something’s Coming!
Universal Cities of Light, Love and Healing!

